HOBBIES!

The challenge of making a little ball go where you want
Collect these and you'll be sorting your pocket change
Fancy girls' playthings with a personality of their own
Don't throw away those envelopes if you collect __
Collectables also known as graphic novels
Exploring an area on foot
Soar above it all if you've got the money
Drive as fast as you can, but do it legally
You'll need a rod, reel, water and bait or flies
Previously needed for food, now a sport in the woods
Just you and a book
Heading out to stay in the woods and escape it all
Creating cloth or rugs by working with cotton or wool
Committing one's creative thoughts to paper
Catch a wave and hang ten with this wet activity
Race across the water to catch fish or a tan
Creating patchwork blankets with designs and stitching
Getting dirty by growing things
Gathering, sorting, evaluating, preserving objects
Seek out your favorite stars and collect their __
Tapestry created by sewing canvas with single stitches
The art of capturing images in a still format
Creating furniture and decorations from dead trees
Binoculars, a field guide and a lot of patience
Motorized miniatures driven by a stationary operator
High tech hobby that started in the 80's
Ride a plank on wheels; popular with the younger crowd
Creating patterns by sewing with intersecting threads
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